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CHAPTER XLIY. 

PROTECTING STEEL FROM CORROSION. 

Galvanising.-The method most extensively employed for preventing the 
rusting of steel is that known as ga.lvanising. The process was patented 
by Messrs. Morewood & Rogers in 1846,* and is largely applied for pre
serving, from the effects of the weather, the corrugated sheets used for 
roofing; and also for protecting buckets, tanks, ship's fittings, and various 
other small articles constantly exposed to water or damp. Galvanising 
consists of covering the surface of the steel with a thin coat of zinc, which 
adheres firmly, provided the article has been properly cleaned a.nd freed 
f1om sea.le before dipping. The process was called "galvanising" because 
zinc and iron form together a. galvanic couple, and zinc being electro
positiva to iron is, therefore, attacke<l tirst, and thus preserves the iron 
from oxidation ¡ nevertheless the word is a misnomer when applied to 
sheet iron and steel. Marine boilers are protected on a similar principie 
by hanging zinc plates inside them, the corrosive water dissolving them in 
preference to the steel boiler shell. Galva.nised sheets exposed to fumes 
from burning Sulphur are, however, not so dura.ble as ungalvanised sheets 
th;tt ha.ve been painted or tarred. 

The Modern Process.-Sheets to be ga.lva.nised are usually rolled 
somewhat thinner than the nominal ga.uge, so that they roa.y be of the 
gauge specified when coated. After being a.nnealed and straightened, they 
are dipped in a lead-lined bath, having a.n inner lining of timber inside 
the lead to protect it from dama.ge by the sharp edges of the sheets. 
The ba.th is filled with a pickle consisting of five parts of water to one of 
acid, which is raised to a temperature of a.bout 90º F. by a jet of steam 
passed into the tank through a. lead pipe running down to within an inch of 
the bottom. The sbeets rema.in in this strong pickle about twenty minutes, 
a.nd are then removed to tanks filled with cold water, where they rema.in 
for twenty-four hours. 

Where readily obtainable, Hydrochloric Acid, in the proportion ot one 
of acid to one of water, is used in preference to Sulphuric Acid, because the 
pickle in that ca.se does not need warming, and the sheets do not reqnire 
to be soaked in water a.fterwards, but may be passed on at once to the 
bath of molten zinc, with only a momentary draining. The vats for 
Hydrochloric Acid are constructed of pitch-pine boards tongued and 
¡:rrooved together, the joints being made tight with india-rubber; or of 
York flags cemented together. The former last a.bout twelve months, a.nd 
the latter, which are more costly, for severa.! years. 

The cost of pickling by either acid is about the same, the difference 
in the quantity used being equalised by the difference in price, but the 
Hydrochloric Acid is quicker in its action, and the fumes generated by it 
are less annoying to the workmen. 

'l'he galvanising bath is formed of mild steel plate from 1 to 1¼ inches 

• Patent No. 11,476, 1846. 
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thil·k rivetted, or better still, welded into one piece. It is set upon a 
fonndation of brickwork, which covers the whole of the bottom and rises 
for a height of 6 to 8 inches all round the sides, so as to prevent the 
bottom of the bath from being burnt when the dross, which collects at 
the bottom, attains a dangerous thickness. The sides are supported at 
intervals on the exterior, to prevent outward bulging under the pressure of 
the fluid metal within, and the whole bath is surrounded by a coke fire 
placed between it and the brickwork surrounding it; holea are left at 
intervals to admit air, and plates are placed on the top of the coke, by 
manipulatiug which the temperature of the metal can be regulated. In 
sorne works coal fires are employed with flues passing to and fro along the 
sides of the bath, and thence away to a chimney. By the formar method 
more even heating can be obtained, while any leak is more readily seen, 
and can be more easily stopped. 

The crude zinc, known commercially as "spelter," melts just below 
425º C., aud the metal is maintained ata temperature of 16º to 28º above 
the meltina point. Care must be exercised to keep the bath at the correct 
temperatu;e; if too cold the process is <lelayed, and if too ~ot much_ zinc is 
wasted by oxidation. The bath, which should last from nme to e1ghteen 
months, may be destroyed in a few weeks by overheating. The_ life of a 
bath is indeed always uncertain, sorne, forno apparent reason, lastmg much 
longer than others, but an average life of twelve months may be considered 
satisfactory. 

A t a short distance from each end of the b11.th is a division of wrought
iron plate, projecting downwards ~elow the _surface of the metal,. and in 
the partitions so formed Ammomum Chlor1de, known com~erc1ally as 
" Sal Ammoniac " is placed on the surface of the metal ; thlB acts as a 
flux to remove the oxide, and makes the zinc more fluid, thus enabling a 
thinner and more even coating to be obtained. 

Inside the aalvanising bath are two paira of rolls, 7 to 10 inches 
día.meter, and 3 feet 6 inches long, situated about 10 to 15 inches below the 
surface of the fluid metal, one pair at each end of the bath. The sheet to 
be coated is directed by guides, which lead it downwards through the first 
flux box on to the first pair of rolls, by which it is slowly fed into the 
molten zinc · it is then <lirected in a curved path by mea.ns of other guides 
to the secon'd pair of rolls at the exit end, by which it is slowly raised out 
of the bath, the sheet entering and leaving through the flux boxes. The 
flux as it becomes discoloured and loses its efficiency, is removed from the 
exit

1 

box and put into the entrance box, new clean flux being placed in 
the formar to replace the spent flux removed. . . 

The rolls in ea.ch pair are geared together by means of pm1ons cut out 
of wrouaht iron cast iron being inadmissible, owing to the rapidity with 
which that met~l is destroyed by the melted zinc. They are driven by 
means of similar wheels, which gear with others_ on a shaft above th~ bath; 
this is actuated by a belt on a cone-pulley havmg three or four d1fferent 
speeds, by which means the speed at w~ich the sheet travels thro_ugh 
the melted zinc may be. regulated. The th1ckness _of the sheet determ1?es 
the time needed to heat it sufficiently to enable 1t to take up the coatmg 
of zinc, which will not adhere until the sheet attains the same temperature 
as the zinc in the bath. 

In Heathfield's patented process, several pairs of rolls ar_e employe_d, the 
last pair being.placed justa.hove_ the surface of the m~tal, w1th the obJect of 
squeezing off any superflu_ous z1~c; the patente~ cla1med that better and 
cleaner resnlts were obtamed w1th less expend1ture of labour; and that, 
a thinner coating of zinc could be put on the platas by this process than 
by any other method. 
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. As tb~ sheet emerges it is seized by a pair of tongs and dropped, while 
still hot, mto a tank of water, from which it is removed to a second similar 
tank ; two tanks are emp!oyed because_ the :water in the first soon gets so 
hot, and become~ so _heavily charged w1th d1ssolved flux that, if the sheet 
were_ tak~n from 1t dir~ct, it would dry white on the surface; the first im
mers1on m hot water 1s useful, as it dissolves any particles of flux which 
may adhere to_ the sheet, while the last trace is removed in the cold tank. 

B,r regulatmg the length of time between the removal of the sheet from 
~he ~me b~th and its dipping into the water, its appearance can be modified ; 
1f d1pped mstantly, the sheet drys with an even and comparatively dull 
su,rface, whereas, if sufficient time is allowed for the complete formation 
-0f the c_rystals before the sheet i~ di_pped ~ the wa~er-bath, it has a spangled 
<irystalhsed appearance; when 1t 1s desired to g1ve such a finish a. small 
proportion of tin is often added to the bath. ' 

The dipped sheets a.re passed on to girls, who rub them over with saw
~ust to remove the "'.ªter, and they are fi~,ally dr~ed º".er open coke fires, or 
m ~vens, ~efore packmg. If packed wet, sweatmg" 1s a.pt to occur, which 
spoils their appearance, and often damages the protective coating. In sorne 
modern plants the sheets are allowed to cool in the air without dipping in 
water at all,. and are han~led entirely by machinery, being fed regularly 
through the p1ckle, a~d camed on rollers or bands to the corrugating machines. 

The amount o_f zmc taken up, when the process is carefully worked, runs 
to about l lb. of zmc for every l 5 square feet .of surface, or a little over 1 ounce 
per square foot coated. 

~ny Oxide of iron_ which ~ay remain on the sheet after pickling, and a 
P?rt10n of_ the bath 1tself which become.s oxidised during working, mixes 
wit~ the zmc and falls fo the bottom of the bath in the shape of "dross," 
whwh m~st be removed about once a week by mea.ns of iron slices ; it is 
more easilr removed whe~ a sma.~l proportion of lead is present in the bath, 
and for th1s reason lead 1s sometunes added in small quantities if it is not 
already present in the spelter when purchased. ' 

The _dross is ~elted ~0W11 in cast-iron pots to remove as much as possible 
of the zinc adhermg to 1t, the metal thus recovered being known in the trade 
as "_h~rd spelter; " formerly it could only be employed for making common 
quaht1es of brass, but, as the result of recent experiments a very tough 
brass is produced from it. ' 

. While the bath is standing-on Sundays or other holidays-Oxide of 
Zmc forms on t~e surface in considerable quantities ; it is skimmed off 
and sold to the zmc smelters under the name of "zinc ashes." 

Fig. 566 shows a galvanising machine in position in its bath, which is 
cut away to show the construction of the machinery. The bottom of the 
bath rests on s?lid bri~kwork, which is carried up round the sides, the space 
between the bnck settmg and the sides of the bath being filled with burning 
coke; the p~oducts of combustion from this coke pass away by the flues 
?elow to a chimney, not shown, on the left of the cut. The brickwork setting 
1s all sh?wn by dotted lines. The pickled sheets are entered between the 
small pa1r of rolls on the right, which are covered with india-rubber · these 
squeeze off the moisture, and feed the sheets between the curved' guides 
b_etween th~ rolls and the bath, by which they are led down into the molten 
zmc, and d1verted bet~een the pair of rolls at the bottom, which pass them 
up between the last pair on the left, which, being pressed together by weighted 
lever~, squeeze off the superfluous zinc. Fig. 567 shows a view of the 
machinery taken from the opposite side. 
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THE OLD DIPPING PROC!lSS, 
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This machine is made by the United Engineering and Foundry Company 
of Pittsburg, U.S.A. 
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The O!d Dipping Proeess.-Before the introduction of power-driven 
rolls for leading the sheets into and out of the bath, they were dipped into 
the bath with tongs, and removed when supposed to be suf!iciently coated; 
the sheets were frequently bent by this method of handling, and as they 
rested on the dross at the bottom 6! the bath, particles of dross adhcred 
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to them and spoiled their appearance. The amount of zinc taken up by 
this method depended largely upon the tim~ the sheets were aJlo:ved to 
remain in the bath, and this period was subJect to the care ex:ercISed by 
the workmen; this difficulty was removed w~en they ~ere fed m and out 
at a regular speed by mechanical means, w~ch were 11;1-dependent of the 
judgment of the individual ".l"orkman. The zmc also dramed off the s~eets 
in an irregular manner, leavmg the surfaces ~oug~, and two or three times 
as much zinc was used as is now needed; thIB d1fficulty has been removed 
by the use of the flux, which causes the z0-c to flow much more ~ven!Y: The 
quantity of zinc requiring to be kept hot m the mod~rn process 1~ only about 
half as much as in the older one, because the sheet, m~tead of ben~g dropped 
on edge below the metal, is passed approximately horizontally_ a h~tle below 
the surface ; reducing the amount of hot metal reduces the mev1table loss 
by oxidation. . 

Galvanising Articles of Irregula~ Shape.-Tubes, forgmgs, and 
castings varying in shape c~nnot b~ f~d mto the bath by rolls, but must 
be dipped one at a time ; p1eces we1ghmg more th~n ~ cwt. or so each are 
Iowered in and removed again by a crane, smaller pieces by mea1;1s of to1;1gs, 
and the very small ones sever!l-1 at a time i1;1 wire b~skets. Wrre nettmg, 
buckets, sheet-iron, water cisterna, and spoutmg are d1pped after they _have 
been put together, the coating of zinc, by protecting the_ heads ~f the nvets, 
assisting to hold the parts together_, and closing any jo_mts wh1ch may not 
be quite tight. Those surfaces wh1ch have been machmed take the metal 
best and present the cleanest surface when coated ; small forged or stamped 
and 'malleable cast articles, which can be " rumble~ " brigh~ in a shaking 
barrel, take the metal fairly well, but ordinary cast-iron r~qurres great _care 
and much time in pickling, and is never very cle~n; . while steel castmgs, 
which necessarily have the roughest surface of all, mev1tably present a very 
rough appearance when galvanised. . 

Disadvantages of the Process._-The objection to the or~mary 
method of galvanising is that the material to be coate~ mll:st be subJ~cted 
to a temperature above that of molten zin~. This 1mparrs the delicate 
temper of high crrade wire and at the same time reduces the strength and 
stiffness of coll rolled or 'drawn material. The heating also destroys the 
flatness of thin sheets, and changes the form of plates which have been be1;1t 
to shape, particularly if the bending ha~ been do~e cold. Moreover, a thm 
stratum of alloy is formed between t~e iron ~nd Zinc, where th_e two _metals 
are in contact, and this alloy, havmg cons1derably less tensile res1stance 
and very much Jess ductility than the steel i~self, ahvays causes sorne _loss 
of strength in the articles treate~--a loss whieh may_ amoun~ to a senous 
proportion oí their tota.l strength m the_ case of sm~ll. wrre or thm sheet. 

Cold Galvanising.-With the view of avo1rlmg the loss of stren~th 
in the material caused by hot galvani,;;ing, attempts were made, but with 
little success for many years, to deposit zinc electricall}'." fr9m an ~queous 
solution of a Zinc Salt, generally Zinc Sulphate or_ Cblonde. The zmc 'Yªs 
deposited very irregularly, sorne parts of the ar_t1cle~ t? be coated bemg 
left entirely uncovered, while the metal was depos1ted m irregular or spongy 
masses on other parts. The more acid set free during the process, the more 
irregular became the deposi~, which was_ disc?loured when Hydrogen was 
liberated.* If an even coatmg was obtamed 1t was apt to crack and shell 
off tbe surface of the steel immediately the slightest bending occurred.. T~e 
time taken was excessive, and the zinc anodes were unable to mamtam 

* The Engineer, 7th Ju.ne, 1895, p. 494. 
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the strength of the solution, even though used in the form of plates having 
surfaces greatly in excess of the cathodes. 

Cowper-Coles Process.-These difficulties havd been overcome in the 
process recently perfected by Mr. Cowper Coles,* in which the solution of 
Zinc Sulphate is pumped continuously through regenerating tanks, whence 
it retur?-s b}'." gravity to ~he galvanising vats. The regenerating tanks are 
filled w1th zmc dust, wh1ch exposes an enormous surface in a very small 
space. The dust employed is that found in the flues of zinc smeltinu furnaces 
where the volatilised metal is deposited when the fumes cool. The solutio~ 
is maintained ata temperature of about 21 ° C., and the coating thus deposited 
adheres more firmly than that obtained by the ordinary hot process, and 
admits of the material being bent to a greater angle without fear of fracturing 
the surface, while the steel is not injured by the operation of coating. 

In any process for depositing zinc from a solution of its salts, the electric 
current will not travel through tbe fluid electrolyte for more than a short 
distance, so that articles can only be coated on these surfaces which face 
and are not far distant from, the zinc plates used as anodes, which must'. 
therefore, surround the article closely on all sides; hence it is not easy to 
get the metal deposited in sharp interna! corners, or on irregularly shaped 
articles, while tubes, unless of 4 inches or more in diameter, can only be 
coated on the outside. 

The p~ocess of e~eetro-d~positio?- is nece~sarily slow~r and more costly 
than coatmg the artwles by immersmg them m molten zinc, but it is never
theless extensively employed at the present time for protecting the thin 
frames and plating of torpedo boats, and other small vessels made for the 
British Admiralty. The plates, having been pickled in a s~lution of two 
parts of Hydrochloric Acid and Q'le of water, or in very weak pickle (as 
Iow: s_ometimes as 5 per cent .. of aci~), are well scrubbed to remove any re
mammg scale, and are then d1pped m a strong solution of soda to neutralise 
any remaining acid. They are hung in the plating vats surrounded with 
zinc plates in close proximity, and an electric current of from 3,000 to 4,000 
amperes, at a pressure of 5 volts, is passed through the plates. About half 
an hour is generally needed to deposit the thickness of zinc (·86 oz. per square 
foot of surface), required by the Admiralty specifications. 

Sherrardising or "dry galvanising" is a new process invented 
by Mr. Sherrard Cowper-Coles. It is effected by placing the tubes or small 
articles to be treated in air-tight revolving drums, partially filled with Zinc 
dust, whic_h. is the fumes condensed in the flues of zinc smelting furnaces, 
and contammg about 80 per cent. oí metallic zinc in a very fine state of 
division, intimately mixed with about 20 per cent. of Zinc Oxide in the 
forro of an impalpable powder. Tbe drum is placed in an oven raised to a 
temperature above 400º and below 750º F., usually between 500º and 600º 
F., which is well belQw the point of actual fusion of zinc. In a few hours 
~here for~s on the surf~ce ~f the articles_ a very thi1;1 coating of an alloy of 
Iron and zmc, above which us an outer skm of pure zmc. Even if tbis outer 
skin shells off, the coat below is an efficient protection against corrosion. 

The temperature to which the articles are exposed is raised and lowered 
so gradually that the quality of the iron or steel is riot deteriorated and 
the temperatur~ is so much lower than that of a bath of molten zinc' that 
the temper qucnched steel is not " drawn" by the operation. 

The threads of screwed tubes or of nuts and bolts treated by the hot 
dipping process are clogged with metallic zinc, and have to be re-screwed 

* The Enginecr, 4th Ootober, 1895, p. 343. 
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before they will fit each other, but the coat produced by Sherrardising is 
so thin and so uniformly deposited that this is unnecessary, and the coating 
will take an excellent polish. 

Various processes ha ve been pa tented for electro-depositing zinc, bu t 
none of them can be said to afford the same protection as the hot process, 
because no actual alloy is formed between the surface of the iron and that 
of the zinc, which easily shells off when the articles are bent over, the adhesion 
between the two being insufficient to withstand rough usage. It is also very 
difficult to get an even coating, heavy irregular deposits forming at sorne 
points, while others remain entirely uncovered. Even when the coating 
appears to be uniform there are usually minute holes in the protective covering, 
which cannot be detected until corrosion begins, and once begun it proceeds 
with remarkable rapidity. 

The appearance of the surfaces of articles treated by the three processes 
is usually quite distinct and readily distinguishable. The surface of articles 
dipped in molten zinc, if large, are often spangled, and in auy case show 
where the molten metal has run, often being covered with spots and lumps 
of molten zinc. Those of Sherrardised articles are bright, evenly coat,ed, 
and have a flat lustrous surface, while those treated by electro-deposit usually 
show a matt or frosted surface, much paler in colour than the others, though 
at least one electro-depositing process produces a bright metallic lustre, 
which is not so easy to distinguish from hot galvanising. 

Spent Acid.-The disposal of the acid which has been employed to 
pickle articles intended to be _galvanise~, or otherwise coated, presents serio1_1s 
difficulties. Though insuffi.ciently active for further use, the spent acid 
is highlv destructive to animal and vegetable life, and, therefore, unsuitable 
for discharge into streams or rivers ; its corrosive action renders its preseuce 
equally objectionable in th~ sewers, ~nd if allowed to soak 0to t~e ground 
it may pollute the wells m the ne1ghbourhood. Sulphunc Ac1d can be 
neutralised with lime, the cost of the lime being the larger part of the expense 
of treatment, but where Hydrochloric Acid is used no neutralising agent 
can be emploved which is not too costly for use on a large scale, and the 
only method ;f treatment which has so far proved ~t ~U pract-ica~le c~m
mercially, is one invented by Professor Turner, of Birmmgham Umversity, 
in which the acid is evaporated on the hearth of a reverberatorr furnace, 
and the fumes given off are condensed for further use. The procesa 1s success• 
ful, but the plant required is so extensive th~~ manufacturers will only use 
it under severe pressure from the local authonties. . 

Tin Plates.-Another and much older process for protectmg sheets of 
iron or steel from rust-namely, by coating them with molten t~n-was in 
regular operation in Saxony at a very early ~ate, and was thence rn~rodu~ed 
into South Wales about 1665. The process 1s more costly than coatmg w1th 
zinc 11ot only because tin is more expensive (having varied in price during 
the past few years between !90 and !130 per ton, while the price of iinc in 
the same period has fluctuated between f'.19 and !29 per ton),* but bccause 
tinning needs more care, and the sheets have to und~rgo more nurnerous 
operations, both before and during the process of coatmg. The _surface ?f 
ordinary rolled sheets is too rough to take the thi1;1 even co!l't of tm, ~- thm 
sometimes as ·01 oz. per square foot, which is required to g1.ve the br1lli:.ncy 
expected. "Tin plates," which should correctly be called "tinned sheet:=,," 
thongh the former name is universally employed, are chiefly made for worlang 

*The ¡mees ofs¡Jclter ami Mn h:wc Jatcly varied within very wide limits, and _it is imJl?ssible to say 
at the prcseñt time, 11 hile tbe Em·opeau war is in progress, what are normal pnces for e1the1· of th6!!e 
mctals. Recently tin has varied from .l:17ó to .11148 per ton, aud spelter from .!lll5 to .1160 per ton, and ID 
exccptional circumstances, witbin comparatively recent years, apelter has been purcbased below .1116 
per ton. 
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up into small articles for domestic use, or into those intended to contain 
food, for which_ a coat!ng of zinc woul~ be unsatisfactory, owing to the much 
greater .e~se "'.1th which that metal 1s dissolved by most acids present in 
foods, glVlng rise to the formation of salts injurious to health. 

!he sheets to be tinned are pickled in the same way as those to be gal
vamsed,_ b~t more carefully. The first pickling is cailed by the workmen 
black p1cklmg, on account of the quantity of scale removed. and is now 
usually perforll1;ed by_ means of machinery. This pickling is done in acid 
made from pyntes, either the common brown oil of vitriol (known in the 
tr~de as B.O.V.)! and h~ving a ~pecific gravity of 1·6 to 1'74, or the paler 
ac1d of l ·83 spec~c grav1ty. It 1s doubtful if the lower price of the former 
compensates fo~ 1ts reduced strength. ~he ~ath at first has a strength 
of about hal~ ac1d and half water, more ac1d bemg added from time to time 
as ~he expenence of the. workm~n tells him is necessary. The spent acid'. 
which sh?uld hav:e a specific grav1ty of l ·25, is pumped out, and the SulphatE. 
of Iron 1s occas10nally recovered by evaporation at the chemical works 
and s~ld as "copperas" or "green vitriol." The pickling machines consist 
essentially of open frames or crates known as "cradles," in which the sheets 
are plac~d on ed&e, and the crate rocked mechanically up and down or to 
and fro m the ac1d,, so as to ensure an even passa()'e of the liquid over the 
whole of their surfaces, by which means more e:en results are obtained 
with a ~avin~ i~ time and _considerable saving in acid. They are the; 
~vashed m a s1mil~r manner m clean water and stacked on the flat in cast
~ron pans, to a he~ght of abo~t ? feet, and covered with a cast- or wrought
~on box cover, w~th sand la1d m th_e pan for 3 or 4 inches deep round the' 
s1des, to exclude air as mu_ch as poss1ble. The pots are rolled into annealing 
fu~aces on can~on halls m the same way as for ordinary annealed sheets, 
or m s?me ~menc~n works they are lifted by a travelling crane into square 
annealmg p1ts, wh1ch are ~unk below the floor, and closed with removable 
cover~, constructed much m the same way as the soaking pit furnaces for 
steel mgots. The plates are raised to a bright cherry-red heat which is 
maintained for eight or ten hours ; they are then allowed to c~ol slowly 
and are known as "close annealed sheets." ' 

Fig. 568 shows the mili of the McKeespor~ Tin Plate Company at 
McKee_sport, Pa., const~cted b! the Mesta Machine Company of Pittsburg. 
The mills_have rolls 26 mches d1ameter, and are changed by tilting or sliding 
one ho_usmg ~long t~e bed._ They are driven through ropes from a pair 
of Corhss engmes havmg cylmders 30 inches diameter by 5 feet stroke. 

~en annealed, the plates are passed, one at a time, while cold, three or 
four times between a pair of short chilled rolls, from 18 to 22 inches in dia
meter, Each housing for carrying those rolls is now commonly provided 
with two pins and boxes (see fig. 500). To get a fine surface on the rolls, 
they are frequently screwed down hard against each other, and the mili 
run empty with water only on the rolls. These rolls flatten the plates 
and ~p~rt to them a fine smooth dense surface, but as cold-rollmg barden~ 
them 1t 1s necessary to give them a second annealing, in the same way as 
the first, except that the pickle used to remove the scale is somewhat weaker · 
they are_ then _was~ed to r~mo!e t~e ª?id, and are kept i~ water until required 
for coatmg w1th tm. Th1s p1cklmg 1s generally done m "brimstone acid" 
made froi_n the fumes of burning Sulphur, or in" gas waste acid" made from the 
spent Oxide remov~d fro11; t~e purifiers at gas works, because both these acids 
are free from Arsemc; th1s 1s always present in acids made from Pyrites, and 
leaves black streaks on the plates. The total quantity of acid used, since 
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the introduction o! pickling machines, ma y vary !rom 9 to 10 lbs. per box 
o! thick plates, down to 5 lbs. lor t)le thinner and commoner qualities .. 

Thirty years or so ago the method o! tinning consisted in droppmg the 
plateS, one at a tllne, into a pot containing warm grease, and then removmg 

them' to a pot containing molten tin covered with palm oil. After remain
ing in tbis for a short time the! were removed, rapidl_y. brushed on each 
side by a hand brush, and passed mto a second pot contammg tm at a so~&
what higher temperature; thence they were removed to a pot contammg 
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melted palm oil to permit the superfluous tin to drain off, and then placed 
in a rack to cool. The thickness of the coating of tin thus obtained was 
irregular, and an unnecessary amount of tin was consumed, so that a great 
improvement was effected about 1860 when the plates were passed through 

Fig. 569.-Tinning Pot and Rolla for the Ma-nufaoto.re of nn Platea. 

rollers revolving in the grease on the surface of the tin, through which they 
emerged. lrom the last pot, these rollers squeezing off any superfluous t.in 
which might adhere to the plate. 

In modern works the procesa is perlormed in mechanically-actuated 
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tinning pots (fig. 569), acting on mucb tbe same principie as the galvanising 
plant previously described, tbe wbole process being effected in one pot, by 
the use of a flux of Chloride of Zinc, to which is added a little Ammoniurn 
Chloride, through which the plate enters thé tin. This flux considerably 
hastens and cheapens the process, while the plates have a cleaner and brigbter 
surface when tinned in this manner, and now that the initial difficulties have 
been overcome the plates are equal in quality to those made in the older way. 

Fig. 570 shows the plant in operation. 
The tinuing rolls aro made of wrought iron, and are not polished as an 

inspection of the·finished ¡ilate would lead one to suppose, but the marks 
made by the too!, when turning them in the lathe, are purposely left oa 
them. The rolls are driven ata definite speed which determines the amount 
of tin taken up by the plate, the quantity running usually to 2 or 3 per cent. 
of the weight of the steel plates, the object kept in view being to give what 
is known as a "coke finish" to a cwt. of plates with 2 lbs. 4 ozs. to 2 lbs. 
6 ozs. of tin. Special qualities will have from 3 to as much as 6 lbs. of tin 
per cwt. of plates in exceptional cases, 

Fig. 570.-Tinning Pots in Opera.tion. 

The vertical type of tinning pot is suitable for plates of moderate size 
or thickness, but long or very thm plates are liable to double up when it i, 
attempted to lift them from their bottom edges. The cold plates cool down 
the tin, and to prevent it being chilled and adhering to the plates in greater 
thickness than desired, the molten tin must be kept very hot, so that the 
surlace of the finished plate loses brilliance. The grease also gives off very 
annoying fumes if too highly heateq, and may even take fire. These diffi 
culties are overcome by employing tinning pots of the form shown in fig. 571, 
which is taken from the paper by Mr. Beaumont. Thomas mentioned in the 
Bibliography at the end of this chapter, the block from which it is printed 
having been lent for this purpose by the Council of the Institntion of 
Mechanical Engineers. The plate enters the pot on the right, the tin in 
which is maintained at a high temperaturc, through the flux contained in 
division, a, upon the surface of the tin. When pushed forward it is diverted 
by the guides which guide it upwards between the rolls, e, and on issuing 
from these it is diverted downwards by other guides into the second pot, the 
tin in which is ata lower temperature; and then passes upwards through the 
grease contained in the pot, d. Tbe two pots being entirely separate, and 
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• 

Fig. 571.-Tinoing rot (Lydney). 
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separately fired, there is no difficulty in maintaining each at its most suitable 
temperature. There are three sets of guides in the width of the pot, and 
a plate is fed along each successively. One man feeds the plates in, and 
a second removes them to the cleaning machine. 

The cooled platea are passed on to girls who polish them by means of 
hand-rubbers of sheep-skin, rubbing them with bran or sharps to remove 
the grease. In sorne of the larger and more recent works this process is 
performed by machinery, which consists of dillerent arrangements of rollers 
covered with sheep-skin, these rollers revolving at varying speeds, and the 
sheets being passed throngh between them. 

The polished sheets are put up into wooden boxes for sale, the ordinary 
box containing 112 plates of 30 S.W.G. thickness, measuring 14 by 20 inches, 
and weighing l lb. each plate. Plates are made having a great variety of 
sizes and gualities of finish, which are known in the trade by various marks 
a11d names which have been given to them by the workmen, a list of which 
would serve no useful purpose in the prcsent work. From these are made the 
cans nsed for tinned meats · and fruits, Iiow so extensively U.sed, as ·also the 
smaller domestic articles. 

Plates larger than 21 inches by 30 inches, curiously enough, are known 
in the trade as " tinned sheets," in contra-distinction to the smaller sizes. 
which have always been known as "tin plates." They are obtainable i~ 
sizes up to 36 inches wide by 72 or more inches long, and 20 S.W.G. or 
more in thickness. From them are made the baths, milk cans, milk pails, 
&c., in common use. · 

Terne Plates.-Terne plates are an inferior quality which have been 
dipped in a mixture of Jead and tin, instead of into pure tin, and are used 
chiefly for making deed boxes or other articles which are not intended to 
contain food, for which lead-coated plates are inadmissible, on account· of 
the risk of lead poisoning which may occur by their use. 

Tinplate Scrap.-Tin being a valuable metal, many attempts have 
been made to remove it from waste tinplate clippings, or to work up the 
mnumerable empty provision tins which are a positive nuisance to local 
autborities. The methods employed may be classified nnder four heads :
(1) Dissolving the scrap in acids and separating the iron and tin salts so 
formed. (2) Dissolving the tin only, and leaving the steel as it is. (3) 
Dissolving the tin from the surface of the steel sheet scrap by contact with 
mercury; then heating the amalgam thus obtained to drive off the mercury 
in the form of volatile fnmes of metallic mercury, which are condensed by 
cold, and the metallic tin is left behind. ( 4) Dissolving the tin scrap in 
molten pig-iron. None of the processes, however, so far appear to have 
been r.ommercially successful, the material recovered not paying the expense 
of workmg any of them, unless we except a very recent solution process 
now bemg worked here and in Germany, by which the stripping oi the tin 
lrom the steel is hastened by a weak electric current. 

Other Methods of Protection.-Wherever bilge-water can lie, the 
interiors of iron and steel ships are washed or coated to a considerable thick
ness with Portland cement, which adheres firmly to the metal and has con
siderable protective powers. Material intended for export is often dipped 
while sti!l warm in boiled linseed oil, which forms a species of prot€ctive 
varnish upon which ordinary paint may afterwards be laid. 

The coating of small articles, such as the various parts of bicycles by 
electro-plating with nickel, is a method of protection familiar to everyone ; 
brass is simi!arly deposited from a solution containing salts of both zinc and 

• 
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copper on to small articles forming portions of harness, &c. ; but, as most 
metals are electro-negative to iron, such coatings, like ordinary paint or 
varnish, are eflectnal only so long as the protecting skin remains intact, 
and when this is removed by wear, the coat of differwt metal actually hastens 
the destruction of the parts sp exposed. The same objection applies to 

• coating with molten lead. wbich will adhere if the plates are first tinned, 
oc are dipped in a solution of Hydrochloric Acid, in which tin and zinc have 
been dissolved. 

Gun barreis are "browned" by rnbbi11g them with a mixture of Chloride 
of Zinc and olive oil. Various processes have been tried for form.ing a coat 
of oxide on the surface of the metal, sufficient to protect the parts below 
from oxidation. Barfl's process, wbich at one time was used considerably, 
consisted in passing superheated steam amongst the articles while raised to 
a red heat in a muffie. The defect of ali such processes is that, wherever 
the skin of protective oxide formed is broken, the part exposed is attacked . 
with increased vigour. 

N ons of these processes are worked on such a scale as to entitle them to 
be considered as branches of steel manufacture requiring more than a passing 
notice. 
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